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ABSTRACT
We consider exciton-photon coupling in semiconductor microcavities in which separate periodic potentials have been embedded
for excitons and photons. We show theoretically that this system supports degenerate ground-states appearing at non-zero in-
plane momenta, corresponding to multiple valleys in reciprocal space, which are further separated in polarization corresponding
to a polarization-valley coupling in the system. Aside forming a basis for valleytronics, the multivalley dispersion is predicted to
allow for spontaneous momentum symmetry breaking and two-mode squeezing under non-resonant and resonant excitation,
respectively.
Introduction
Photonic and electronic systems support many common universal phenomena. To give a selection of examples, the field of
topological photonics emerged recently from ideas in the study of topological insulators1, and the field of spintronics has been
an inspiration for optical analogues in the optical spin Hall effect2 and the development of photonic spin switches3, 4. While the
advantages of spintronics for information processing remain promising, the emerging field of valleytronics proposes to encode
information in the valley degree of freedom of multivalley semiconductors5, 6, including transition metal dichalcogenides7–10.
This raises the question of whether valleytronics is itself a universal concept that can also appear in suitably engineered photonic
systems.
A few recent works have taken an approach to hybridize light confined in planar microcavities with transition metal
dichalcogenides11, 12 resulting in exciton-polaritons (EPs) with large binding energy. Indeed, this system is highly promising as
a nonlinear photonic system operating at room temperature, however, the valleytronic features of multivalley semiconductors
that occur at wave vectors given by the inverse crystal lattice constant are uncoupled to optical modes that are restricted to lower
in-plane wave vectors inside the light cone. The engineering of multiple valleys suitable for nonlinear optical valleytronics thus
requires a different approach.
Nevertheless, EPs remain a good candidate as their relatively large micron-scale de Broglie wavelength does present the
advantage that EPs can be strongly manipulated by micron scale potentials. Such potentials may be achieved either through
spatial modulation of the photon energy13, 14 or the exciton energy15–19. Periodic potential arrays have been introduced14, 20,
with different lattice geometries21–23, leading to gap solitons24, 25, flatbands26, and Bloch oscillations27, 28. They also lead to
new devices29, 30 and (theoretically) non-trivial topological properties31–34.
In this Report we consider the behavior of EPs in a microcavity where both the optical and excitonic components are
separately manipulated by a periodic potential. While not considered before, this could be achieved by “proton implantation”35
in which the properties of quantum wells and semiconductor microcavities can be spatially patterned after growth. A different
localization of photons and excitons by their respective potentials theoretically allows for a peculiar overlap of their wave
functions that depends on the in-plane momentum. Remarkably, we yield the momentum-dependent coupling between excitons
and photons, which gives rise to the formation of unusual dispersions with degenerate ground states at non-zero momenta, at
the bottom of different valleys in reciprocal space.
We further show that different valleys have different polarizations, in analogy to the spin-valley coupling that forms the
basis of valleytronics in two-dimensional (2D) semiconductor systems. For additional effects that arise from the unusual EP
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Figure 1. System schematic. (a) Potential profiles for QW excitons (red) and cavity photons (blue). (b) Numerically
calculated dispersion of the lowest-energy EPs (blue). Orange dashed vertical lines label the edges of the first Brillouin zone.
Yellow curve depicts the imaginary part of the polariton energy as a function of k. (c)&(d) Real part of the wave function of
cavity photons (black dot-dashed) and excitons (green dashed) in a single lattice period with k = 0 (c) and k at the edge of the
Brillouin zone (d).
dispersion in our system, we consider the behaviour under non-resonant and resonant excitation conditions. In the former case,
it is known that EPs may undergo a Bose-Einstein condensation36, characterized by the breaking of U(1) phase symmetry
and the appearance of a macroscopic coherent low-energy state. Other symmetries may also be broken during Bose-Einstein
condensation, both in EP systems and other systems, including spin symmetry breaking37, 38 translational symmetry breaking39,
and angular momentum symmetry breaking40, 41. In our system, we find that there is also a spontaneous breaking of linear
momentum symmetry, unprecedented in other systems, where the condensate may spontaneously choose between different
valleys in the dispersion. Finally, we show that under resonant excitation, the presence of a two-mode squeezing due to
polariton-polariton interactions leads to the onset of non-classical quantum correlations.
Dispersion of exciton-polaritons in a lattice
We begin by considering a one-dimensional (1D) system of cavity photons and quantum-well (QW) excitons25, which experience
potentials with the same periodicity but different alignment in energy, as shown in Fig. 1a. Applying the Bloch theory and the
model of coupled harmonic oscillators, we can use the central equation and solve the eigenvalue problem of the system, which
in a brief form reads:(
λC− ih¯/τC−E Ω
Ω λX − ih¯/τX −E
)
Ck+∑
G
(
V˜C (G) 0
0 V˜X (G)
)
Ck−G = 0, (1)
where λC = h¯
2k2
2mC
and λX = h¯
2k2
2mX
are the kinetic energy terms of the photonic and excitonic counterparts, correspondingly.
Parameters τC,X are the lifetimes of the cavity photons and excitons, Ω is the exciton-photon coupling constant, V˜C (G) and
V˜X (G) are the Fourier series coefficients of the potentials localizing the cavity photons and excitons in real space. The
summation is over G, which is the reciprocal lattice vector of the periodic potential; Ck are the (vector) amplitudes of the wave
functions of polaritons in the photon-exciton basis with various k; E are the eigenenergies of the EP modes.
After solution of the eigenvalue problem (see details in Supplementary), we find the dispersion of the system of EPs in
k-space shown in Fig. 1b and the wave functions of photons and excitons (shown in Fig. 1c,d). It should be noted that the
excitonic dispersion is nearly flat on the inverse µm scale, such that excitons are localized inside the minima of their potential.
In the mean time, photons can also be localized depending on their momentum, which makes the overlap of photons and
excitons momentum-dependent. As it follows from Fig. 1b, the dispersion is characterized by two minima at non-zero wave
vectors, k = k0. This result is the milestone of this manuscript and in the following we show that this peculiarity leads to
non-trivial effects such as spontaneous momentum symmetry breaking upon EP condensation and quantum entanglement.
Polariton condensation in the limit of thermal equilibrium
Before considering the structure of the dispersion in 2D lattices, it is instructive to study the potential consequences of the
dispersion shown in Fig. 1b for the 1D case. Here we begin by considering the behavior of the system under non-resonant
excitation under which polariton condensation can be expected in the lattice14. Due to their finite lifetime, exciton-polaritons are
non-equilibrium systems and so would not necessarily form in the ground state42, however, at high densities energy relaxation is
typically enhanced to the ground state23. In this section, we consider qualitative arguments in the limit of thermal equilibrium44.
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Figure 2. Second-order correlation function as a function of temperature. The total number of EPs is fixed, n= 100. Inset
picture demonstrates the low-density result with the total number of polaritons restricted to n= 3, compare with the dispersion
in Fig. 1b.
This is only intended to be used as a qualitative insight for more accurate non-equilibrium modeling that will be presented later
in section .
Given the dispersion, Ek, obtained in the linear regime (shown in Fig. 1b), the Hamiltonian of the system can be written as
Hˆ =∑
k
Ekaˆ
†
k aˆk+α aˆ
†
k aˆ
†
k aˆkaˆk+2α ∑
k′ 6=k
aˆ†k aˆ
†
k′ aˆkaˆk′ , (2)
where we introduce polariton-polariton interaction with the strength α . The factor 2 in Eq.(2) is characteristic of the momentum
space scattering processes45 and can be related to inequivalent permutations of aˆ†k aˆ
†
k′ aˆkaˆk′ .
At zero temperature, one can expect that only the two lowest energy momentum states at k1 =−k0 and k2 = k0 are populated,
where k0 is the momentum of the right minimum of the blue curve in Fig. 1b. Then the energy of the system can be written as
E (n1,n2) = nEk1 +α
(
n21+n
2
2−n+4n1n2
)
, (3)
where for simplicity we denoted nk1 = n1, nk2 = n2 and the total population n= n1+n2. The lowest energy state thus appears
when ρ = (n1−n2)/n achieves its extreme value of ±1. In other words, at zero temperature we expect the system to spon-
taneously choose either the state with all the EPs at k1 or k2. This can be further confirmed by calculating the second order
correlation function and spectrum corresponding to Hamiltonian 2, as shown in Fig. 2 (details of the calculation are included in
Supplementary).
Nonequilibrium model of polariton condensation
EPs have finite lifetime and consequently form non-equilibrium condensates. In samples with weak energy relaxation, they do
not necessarily reach the actual ground state of the system42, 46. Let us further investigate the behavior of the system using a
stochastic quantum treatment and accounting for various scattering processes (see Supplementary). We considered an InGaAlAs
alloy-based microcavity and in computations used the following parameters: speed of sound cs = 5370 m/s47, γ = ih¯/τ = h¯/18
ps−1.48
In Fig. 3a, we switch off the polariton-polariton interaction and see that in this case there is no blueshift and the particles
occupy mostly the edge of the Brillouin zone. It happens due to the fact that the lifetime of particles increases with the increase
of |k‖| and thus the decay rate decreases with |k‖|, see red curve in Fig. 3. However, with account of the interaction, we achieve
the degenerate condensation at points k =±k0 due to the interplay of particle lifetime and interactions, see Fig. 3b. EPs are
blueshifted in energy (compare with Fig. 3a).
It is important to note, that if we change the potential profiles for the excitons and photons (change the shapes of the curves
in Fig. 1a), we can achieve different points of condensation, in particular we can make particles condense at k = 0 and k = kBZ ,
see Supplementary.
While the condensation of EPs to non-zero momentum states has been observed previously41–43 in those observations it
was a purely non-equilibrium effect. In our work, the condensation to non-zero momentum takes place even in the limit of
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Figure 3. Distribution of EPs localized in the potential profile shown in Fig. 1b in the regime of homogeneous incoherent
excitation of the system in the steady state (at 1500 ps) with account of the acoustic phonon-assisted scattering. Red curves
show the k-dependence of the decay rates. White curves show the EP dispersion in the linear regime. EP condensates form in
the reciprocal space at k‖ ≈±0.74 µm−1. The polariton-polariton interaction is switched off (a) and on (b) by putting α zero
and non-zero, respectively.
equilibrium, that is, strong energy relaxation. Furthermore, since the non-zero momentum states represent the true ground-state
of the system, they are likely to be highly stable after they have formed, particularly in polariton systems close to thermal
equilibrium. This may include recently developed long-lifetime inorganic microcavities49 as well as organic systems50 with
faster energy relaxation processes51.
Entanglement generation: Resonant Excitation
The two degenerate dispersion minima within the first Brillouin zone (shown in Fig. 1b and also in Fig. 2) offer a unique
opportunity to study controlled entanglement in the system. Indeed, let us assume that each minimum is driven by a cw laser
with large enough spatial extension thus we can consider only two quantum modes, described by the creation operators aˆ†1 and
Figure 4. Entanglement generation between the particles localized in the dispersion minima under resonant excitation (see
Fig. 1a,c and d). (a) Average mode occupancies found from the numerical solution of Eq. (4) in the steady state and (b)
logarithmic negativity versus increasing driving strength. The parameters are γ0 = 8.6 ps−1, ∆1 = ∆2 = h¯γ0,
α = 4.5×10−4meV.
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Figure 5. Illustration of the multivalley coupling. (a) the energy dispersion in 2D, the picture shows the result for the First
Brillouin zone. (b) polarization chart. The arrows show the polarization in x and y directions, the color represent the
polarization in z direction. White crosses correspond to the minima of the energy dispersion.
aˆ†2, respectively.
In order to describe the dynamics of such system, we use a dissipative master equation in the form:
ih¯
∂ ρˆ
∂ t
= [Hˆ ′, ρˆ]− ih¯γ0
2 ∑j=1,2
Dˆ [aˆ j] ρˆ, (4)
where the deterministic evolution (the first term on the rhs) is described by the Hamiltonian,
Hˆ ′ = ∑
j=1,2
−∆ jaˆ†j aˆ j+α aˆ†j aˆ†j aˆ jaˆ j+Fj
(
aˆ†j + aˆ j
)
+4α aˆ†1aˆ
†
2aˆ2aˆ1, (5)
which is similar to (2) after adding the pumping terms and in the frame rotating with the laser’s frequency, assuming Fj ∈R and
with ∆ j defined as the laser/modes detuning; let us also assume D1 = D2 = 0 and F1 = F2 for simplicity. It is crucial that the
Hamiltonian (5) includes two kinds of interaction terms. The first one (α) stands for the interaction of EPs located within the
same minimum, while the second term (4α) accounts for the cross-interactions between the minima which fulfills the energy
momentum conservation by exchange of the wave vector +k→−k and no energy change (see Supplementary for details).
Physically, the latter term corresponds to the cross-Kerr interaction which is known to induce two-mode squeezing52, and
therefore continuous variable entanglement is expected to occur in reciprocal space.
In the indeterministic part of the evolution described by the last term in (4), Dˆ [aˆ j] ρˆ = {aˆ†j aˆ j, ρˆ}−2aˆ jρˆ aˆ†j correspond to
the Lindblad superoperators which account for polariton losses due to the interaction with their environment. The continuous
variable entanglement is quantified via the logarithmic negativity53, EN = log2 ||ρˆΓ2 ||1, where ρˆΓ2 is the partial transpose of ρˆ
with respect to the second mode and ||ρˆΓ2 ||1 is its trace norm. In Fig. 4 we present steady state numerical solutions to Eq. (4)
showing the average mode occupancies in panel (a) and the corresponding values of EN in panel (b) for increasing amplitude
of the pumps. We observe a monotonous increase of both the quantities, as a direct proof of entanglement. Importantly, no
state other than the one targeted by the laser can be reached by potential parametric processes which would violate the energy
conservation.
Polarization-Valley coupling in 2D
Finally, we present the calculation of the dispersion in a 2D system obtained from generalization of the result in 1D to a square
lattice. Fig. 5a shows the energy of the system ground state in the first Brillouin zone (see also the 3D plot in Supplementary).
Here we can identify four energy minima, at the bottom of different valleys in reciprocal space.
A fundamental feature of 2D semiconductors for valleytronics is the spin-valley coupling that allows different valleys to be
excited with light of different polarization7–10. In the system of exciton-polaritons, it is well-known that transverse-electric and
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transverse-magnetic polarized modes are split in energy. This splitting can be modeled by introducing a spin-orbit coupling
Hamiltonian acting on the photon spin degree of freedom38:
HTE−TM =
 0 ∆
(
i ∂∂x +
∂
∂y
)2
∆
(
i ∂∂x − ∂∂y
)2
0
 . (6)
Accounting for this splitting, we obtain the polarization structure of the lowest energy band shown in Fig. 5b. Here we note
that different valleys have different polarizations, which implies that they can be selectively excited by a resonant excitation of
specific polarization. The geometry of the lowest energy pseudospin should allow to form such patterns as skyrmions54, 55 or
spin whirls56 under pulsed-resonant excitation.
Conclusion
We have considered the formation of exciton-polaritons in a semiconductor microcavity with separate spatially patterned
potentials for cavity photons and excitons. The different confinement of photons and excitons allows for a momentum dependent
coupling which gives rise to a unique form of the dispersion in which degenerate ground states appear at non-zero momenta.
We considered two different limits corresponding to strong and weak energy relaxation. In the limit of strong energy relaxation,
a simple equilibrium theoretical model predicts spontaneous symmetry breaking in momentum space. In the limit of weak
energy relaxation, a non-equilibrium model accounting for phonon scattering processes shows non-equilibrium condensation at
non-zero wave vector. Treating exciton polaritons as an open quantum system, we have also shown that correlations between
the modes in reciprocal space can occur. Finally, considering exciton-polaritons in a 2D square lattice, we predict the formation
of a multivalley-dispersion. Here different valleys exhibit different polarizations, which, in principal, allows for their selective
excitation by a polarized laser and forms a foundation for exciton-polariton valleytronics.
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